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What is claimed is: 

1. A^ethod for stabilizing adjacent vertebrae of a spine, comprising 

implanting an arcuate^ixation member between the vertebrae. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the member is implanted through a pre- 

formed aperture in each of the adjacent vertebrae. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the preformed aperture has been drilled 

in each of the adjacent vertebrae. 

4. The method ofmira 1 wherein apparatus the fixation member is the 

sole apparatus employed^o affix^tH^vertebrae. 

5. The method 6f claimNi Vfierein the member is made from one or more 

of a metal, bone, morphogenicSproteim cWtan fiber composite, nitinol, a 

biodegradable material, collogenW collVgJm opated metal or bone. 

6. The method of claim 1 wheAinUhe implant is one of solid, hollow or 

with ingrowth fenestrations and screw holes or expansion bolts or staples. 

7.      A method for stabilizing adjacentwertebrae of a spine, comprising: 

providing a positioning apparatus including two guide sleeves, each guide 

sleeve having a long axis; 

locating the two guide sleeves with respect toYhe adjacent vertebrae such that 

a vertex formed by the long axis of each guide sleeve i\ located in the intervertebral 

space for the adjacent vertebrae; 

forming an aperture in each of the adjacent vertebrae using the guide sleeves; 

and 
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inseroing an implant into the apertures formed in each of the adjacent vertebrae 

so that the uJipltort extends between the adjacent vertebrae and through the 

intervertebral spac 

8. The stabilizing method of claim 7 wherein said step of forming 

includes forming an arciMe aperture in each of the adjacent vertebrae such that the 

arcuate apertures in the adjacent vertebrae have a common axis of rotation. 

9. The srabilizin^method of claim 7 wherein the step of forming includes 

forming an aperture imeach of tHfe adjacent vertebrae by one of drilling or ablation of 

the bone by an energy source. 

10. The stabilizingmethod^^kim 8 wherein the step of forming includes 

forming an aperture in each of tl^e adjad^ty^rtebrae by one of drilling or ablation of 

the bone by an energy source. 

11. The stabilizing method of claiqi 8^vherein the step of forming 

includes: 

drilling an initial aperture in each of the Adjacent vertebrae so as to create 

intersecting apertures with convergent paths within the intervertebral space; and 

enlarging the initial aperture so as to form tlie aperture that receives the 

implant. 

12. The stabilizing method of claim 11 wherein the step of enlarging 

includes enlarging the initial aperture using one of a drill \it9 a reamer, an awl, coring 

device or energy source. 

13. The stabilizing method of claim 11 wherein the method of forming 

further includes inserting a drill bit into each of the guide sleeves for drilling of the 

initial aperture. 
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14. \ \The stabilizing method of claim 11 wherein the step of forming further 

includes; 

inserting aVuide member, after drilling of the initial aperture, into one of the 

guide sleeves, downWough the initial aperture in one adjacent vertebrae, through the 

intervertebral space anti into the initial aperture in the other adjacent vertebrae; and 

advancing an aperture-enlarging device over the guide member to enlarge the 

initial aperture. 

15. Thelstabilizin^evice of claim 14 wherein the aperture enlarging 

device is one of a curved reameiVurved drill bit or coring device, and wherein said 

step of advancing includes advancing the one of the curved reamer, the curved drill bit 

or coring device overVhe guide meiribd^sp as to form an arcuate aperture in each of 

the adjacent vertebrae. 

16.     The stabilizing method offclaiti^ wherein the step of forming 

includes: 

inserting a drill bit into eafcft^auilie sl^ev 

drilling an initial aperture in each of th^ advent vertebrae so as to create 

intersecting apertures with convergent paths within\he intervertebral space; 

inserting a guide member, after drilling ofi the initial aperture, into one of the 

guide sleeves, down through the initial aperture inVne adjacent vertebrae, through the 

intervertebral space and into the initial aperture in the other adjacent vertebrae; and 

advancing an aperture-enlarging device over Uae guide member to enlarge the 

initial aperture to form the aperture that receives the implant. 

17.     The stabilizing method of claim 16 wherem the aperture-enlarging 

device is one of a drill bit, a reamer, an awl or energy sourc\ 

18.     The stabilizing method of claim 16 wherein the aperture enlarging 

device is one of a curved reamer, a curved drill bit, a curved dnll or an energy source, 

and wherein the step of advancing includes advancing the one otthe curved reamer, 
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the curved drill bit, the curved drill or the energy source over the guide member so as 

to form anVcuate aperture in each of the adjacent vertebrae, the arcuate apertures in 

the adjacent vertebrae having a common axis of rotation. 

19. Tl^e stabilizing method of claim 7 wherein the positioning apparatus 

being provided further includes a cross member and an intervertebral spacer, where 

the guide sleeves areYivotally mounted to the cross member and the intervertebral 

spacer is spaced-&Qm me cross member and interconnected thereto at about a mid 

point between the pivo^jaoints for the guide sleeves; and wherein said stabilizing 

method further comprises:^ 

locatingVhe intervertebral spacer in the intervertebral space between the 

adjacent vertebraV and \\ 

maintainingyalignment of\h^fimde sleeves with respect to the adjacent 

vertebrae so that a consistent angles maintained between the guide sleeve and the 

vertebrae during at leasla portion o|f\aia^forming of the aperture. 

20. The stabilizing method oficlaim 11 wherein 

the positioning apparatus being provided further includes an intervertebral 

spacer, \ ^ 

said stabilizing method further composes the step of locating the intervertebral 

spacer in the intervertebral space between the adjacent vertebrae; and 

wherein the intervertebral spacer is configured so as to provide protection to 

the spine during said drilling when disposed in th\ intervertebral space. 

21. The stabilizing method of claim 8 wWerein the step of implanting 

includes successively drawing a portion of the implanVthrough the arcuate aperture in 

one adjacent vertebrae, through the intervertebral space^and into the arcuate aperture 

of the other adjacent vertebrae. \ 
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22.     The stabilizing method of claim 8 wherein the step of implanting includes: 

securing, one end of a guide wire to an end of the implant; 

passing a iree end of the guide wire through the arcuate aperture in one of the 

adjacent vertebrae, through the intervertebral space and through the arcuate aperture in 

the other adjacent vertebrae; and 

pulling on the gmde wire free end to thereby successively draw the portion of 

the implant. \ 

23. Thd stabilizinguriethod of claim 8 wherein the step of implanting 

includes: \ V\ 

inserting a beginning endWthe implant into an entrance opening of one of the 

adjacent vertebrae;   \ \\\ 

applying a force\o the portion of the implant extending from the entrance 

opening so as to drive the implant beip\^jkend though the arcuate aperture in the 

aperture of said one of the aqfecent verteV^rthrough the intervertebral space and into 

the arcuate aperture in the other of-tne adjacentwertebrae. 

24. The stabilizing method of claim 8 wherein the method further 

comprises: \ 

inserting a beginning end of the implant into an entrance opening of one of the 

adjacent vertebrae; and \ 

applying a force generated by a force generating mechanism to the portion of 

the implant extending from the entrance so as to driveythe implant beginning end 

though the arcuate aperture in the aperture of said one of the adjacent vertebrae, 

through the intervertebral space and into the arcuate aperture in the other of the 

adjacent vertebrae. \ 
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25L     The stabilizing method of claim 24 wherein the method further 

comprises: 

locatiiW an intervertebral spacer in the intervertebral space between the 

adjacent vertebrae; and 

attaching tft^ force generating mechanism to the intervertebral spacer. 

26.     The stabilizing method of claim 7 wherein the implant is made from 

one or more of a metal, b^ne, morphogenic protein, carbon fiber composite, nitinol or 

a biodegradable material. 
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27. The stabilizing inethod of claim 7 wherein the implant is one of solid, 

hollow or with ingrowth fenestrations. 

28. The stabilising metho Acclaim 7 wherein one end of each guide 

sleeve, the end which contacts a surfac^Sp*, the adjacent vertebrae is configured to 

accept a surface feature of thk adjacent ye^brae surface and includes surface artifacts 

that mechanically engage the amacent v erte ae. 

29.     The stabilizing method of clainXAwherein the implant includes a first 

and a second section and a distal end of each of the first and second sections being 

configured so as to be capable of being secured toother; and wherein the method 

further comprises: 

inserting the implant first section into the apeVture in one of the adjacent 

vertebrae so that the distal end therefore is disposed in\the intervertebral space; 

inserting the implant second section into the apeVture in one of the adjacent 

vertebrae so that the distal end therefore is disposed in thk intervertebral space; 

securing the distal ends of the first and second sections together. 

30.     The stabilizing method of claim 29 wherein the apertures in the 

adjacent vertebrae are arcuate and wherein the implant first anq second sections are 

arcuate having a radius substantially the same as that for the ardiate apertures. 
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The stabilizing method of claim 29 wherein a long axis for each of the 

first and second sections is substantially straight. 

32. T\he stabilizing method of claim 7 further comprising the step of 

securing a portionSof the implant proximal the ends thereof to the adjacent vertebrae. 

33. The stabilizing method of claim 29 wherein the step of securing the 

distal ends includes securing the distal ends by one of a nut, bolt, pin, stable, or 

expansion bolt. 

34. An implantable ^srinal fixation system, comprising: 

an arcuate implant membe^\iya size sufficient to extend between two adjacent 

vertebrate. 

35. The system claim 14 ^hetein the implant member is constructed of 

one or more of a metal, bone, n^orph<j>gem|g protein, carbon fiber composite, nitinol or 

a biodegradable material. 

36. A spinal system comprising: 

a mammalian spine with a surgically implanted arcuate member extending 

between two adjacent vertebrae. 

37. The system of claim 36 wherein the arcuate member is constructed of 

one or more of a metal, bone, morphogenic protein, carbon fiber composite, nitinol or 

a biodegradable material. 

38. A spinal fusion kit comprising an arcuate fixation member. 
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39. \ A spinal fixation kit comprising a positioning apparatus including: 

two guide sleeves, each guide sleeve having a long axis, 

a cross member, 

an intraverteforal spacer, 

wherein the guide sleeves are pivotably mounted to the cross member, and 

wherein the intravertebral spacer is spaced from the cross member and 

interconnected thereto so as to be between the pivots points for the guide 

sleeves; and 

a fixation member. 

40. The spinal fixation\it of 39, wherein the fixation member is arcuate. 

41.     The spinal nkation kit c^c^im 40, wherein the fixation member is one 

of a solid or hollow members 

42.     The spinal fixatiortJcit of <jl 

configured with at least one fenestrate 

*mV(\ wherein the fixation member is 

43.     The spinal fixation kit of claim 39, wherein: 

the fixation member includes a first section and a second section, a distal end 

of each of the first and second sections being configured so as to be capable of being 

secured together thereat; and 

a mechanism that secures the distal ends of tftp first and second sections 

together. 

44. The spinal fixation kit of claim 39, fiirthek comprising a guide wire, an 

end of the guide wire being configured to be interconnected to one end of the fixation 

member, and the guide wire being used to implant the fixation member in adjacent 

vertebrae. 
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45. ( \ The spinal fixation kit of claim 39, wherein the fixation member is 

made from one\f a metal, bone, bone with bone morphogenic protein, carbon fiber 

composite, nitinoPor a biodegradable material. 

46. The spinal fixation kit of claim 39, further comprising a force 

generating device used to\apply a force to the fixation member for implanting the 

fixation member in adjacent vertebrae. 

47. A method for fixing two adjacent vertebrae to facilitate a bony union 

thereof, comprising:     \ \\ 

performing a diskectomy oLanintervertebral space; 

transecting a segment of bonV^mn a surface of a vetrebra bordering the 

intervertebral space; \ \ V\\ 

freeing the segment of btone from tnateurface of the vertebra from a horizontal 

to a vertical plane; \        \ \\ 

securing the segment of bonVin theWertrtal plane to span the intervertebral 

space, thereby fixing two adjacent vertetfraeV) facilitate a bony union thereof 

48. A method for stabilizing adjacent vertebrae of a spine, comprising: 

providing a positioning apparatus including a pivot arm that is rotatable about 

a pivot point; \ 

locating the positioning apparatus with resnect to the adjacent vertebrae such 

that the pivot point is disposed between the adjacent vertebrae; 

forming an aperture in each of the adjacent vertebrae responsive to rotation of 

the pivot arm about the pivot point; and \ 

inserting an implant into the apertures formed in each of the adjacent vertebrae 

so that the implant extends between the adjacent vertebrae and through the 

intervertebral space. \ 

49. The stabilizing method of claim 48 wherein\said step of forming 

includes forming an arcuate aperture in each of the adjacenftyertebrae. 
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50. \The stabilizing method of claim 48 wherein the step of forming 

includes formingW aperture in each of the adjacent vertebrae by one of drilling or 

ablation of the bonesby an energy source. 

51. The stabilizing method of claim 48 wherein the step of locating 

includes locating the DivotVoint such that it is spaced from a surface of the adjacent 

vertebrae and disposed at ^midpoint between the adjacent vertebrae. 

52. The stabilizing mfettrod of claim 4£ wherein the apparatus being 

provided further includesya drill tmt is affixed to the pivot arm such that when the 

pivot arm rotates about thepivot pomttthe drill follows a defined arcuate cutting path. 

53. The stabilizing method to claim 52 wherein the drill includes a curved 

drilling element. \      \ \\ 

54. The stabilizing method of claim 48 wherein the positioning apparatus 

further includes a frame to which the pivot arm isVotatably mounted and wherein the 

step of positioning includes securing the frameVo the adjacent vertebrae so the pivot 

point is located at the desired position. \ 

55. The stabilizing method of claim 51 wherein the pivot point is located 

opposite the intervetebral space. \ 

56. The stabilizing method of claim 53 wherein the curved drilling element 

comprises a curved cannula, a flexible member disposed within the curved cannula, 

and a cutting burr affixed to an end of the flexible membeAthe flexible burr for 

cutting an arcuate aperture in each of the adjacent vertebraeA 
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57. \The stabilizing method of claim 52 wherein the step of forming 

includes rotatingsthe pivot arm in one direction to form the aperture in one of the 

adjacent vertebraeVid rotating the pivot arm in an opposite direction so as to form the 

aperture in the other\f the adjacent vertebrae. 

58. The stabilizing method of claim 57 wherein the apparatus being 

provided further includes ^drill that is affixed to the pivot arm such that when the 

pivot arm rotates abouithe pivot point the drill follows a defined arcuate cutting path, 

and wherein said step of fonhnag further includes remounting the drill on the pivot 

arm prior to said rotating the pnrat arm in the opposite direction so that the drill is 

positioned for forming\he aperture ltt said other of the adjacent vertebrae. 

59.     The stabilizing methoc\of Sfeim 57 wherein the drill is a curved drill. 

vertebrae of a spine, comprising: 

a cWking implement having midpoint; 

a surface of the adjacent vertebrae and 

60. A method for stabilizing adja 

providing a cutting device mcludinfi 

positioning the cutting device psoxir 

so that the cutting implement midpoint is located iJfc^ween the adjacent vertebrae; 

cutting a common channel in the adjacen| vertebrae with the cutting 

implement; and 

inserting a biscuit implant into the common\channel so that the implant 

extends between the adjacent vertebrae and through t|ie intervertebral space, the space 

between the adjacent verterbrae. 

61. The stabilizing method of claim 60 whereto the cutting device being 

provided is configured such that the cutting implement is moveable between a first 

position in which the cutting implement is disposed within me cutting device and a 

second position in which a portion of the cutting implement extends outside of the 

cutting device and wherein the step of cutting includes movina the cutting implement 

to the second position to cut the common channel in the adjacent vertebrae. 
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62\ \ The stabilizing method of claim 60 wherein the biscuit implant 

includes a spacer element and wherein the step of inserting includes inserting the 

biscuit implant into the common channel such that the spacer element is disposed in 

the intervertebral space. 

63. The stabilizing method of claim 60 wherein the step of positioning 

includes positioning the cutting device so the cutting implement midpoint is located at 

the midpoint between thaa&acent vertebrae 

64. A spinallfixation kihcomprising a cutter bracket sub-system and a 

fixation member, wherem the culler bracket sub-system includes: 

a frame being configured s\    us^be removably securable to adjacent 

vertebrae, and 

a pivot arm rotatablyVnounte( to thewame. 

65. The spinal fixatiohs&t o^laim b\ further comprising one of a drill or 

an ablation energy source. 

66. The spinal fixation kit of claiYn 64 further includes a drill and wherein 

the pivot arm and the drill are configured so me drill is removably secured to the pivot 

arm. 

67. The spinal fixation kit of claim 6<^wherein the drill includes a curved 

drilling element. 

68.     The spinal fixation kit of claim 67 whWein the curved drilling element 

includes a curved cannula, a flexible member disposeAwithin the curved cannula, and 

a cutting burr affixed to an end of the flexible member, the flexible burr being 

configured for cutting an arcuate aperture in a vertebraeA 
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69.     A spinal fixation kit comprising a cutting device and a fixation 

member, wherein the cutting device includes a cutting element that is moveable from 

a first position in whick4Wp cutting element is disposed within a housing of the device 

and a second position un whJblj a portion of the cutting element is disposed outside of 

the device housing. 

70.     The spinal fl^catioitykii 

circular blade. 

iclaim 69 wherein the cutting element is a 

71. The spinal fixation kit ctf clami 70 wherein the fixation member is a 

biscuit implant configured to complem^it th^yshape formed by the cutting circular 

blade. 

72.     The spinal fixation kit of claim 70 wherein the fixation member 

includes a spacer element configured so as to t>e capable of being received in an 

intervertebral space between adjacent vertebral 

0) 


